


One For All
Capture close-up and panoramic views of your session with IMAGO 
All-In-One IMC-LT100-4K Smart AI Tracking Camera. Now you can 
track speakers and audience at the same time with only 1 single 
device, while projecting visuals captured to a maximum of 5 

4K60FPS UHD
1 /2.8-inch UHD CMOS sensor with up to 

images, downward compatible with 1080P, 
720P, 480P. 

20x Optical Zoom
High quality, 8 million true 
ultra-high-resolution with 4K ultra-wide 
angled lens, 20x optical zoom and horizontal 

˚.

20x

Power over Ethernet (+) 
POE+ with the standard of IEEE802.3 with 
maximum support wattage of 25.5W, 
making it much accommodating for VOIP, 
cameras for stability connection. 

Low Light
High SNR of CMOS sensor, combined with 
2D and 3D noise reduction algorithm to 

clean and clear even in low-light conditions. 

Low-Power Sleep
Function
Low-power sleep/wake-up mode. Power 
consumption in sleep state is less than 
400mW. 

Low

Smart Exposure
The brightness of the environment, 
regardless of lighting, projector and display 
panel. The camera automatically adjust the 
back light and exposure to focus only on the 
lecturer/speaker so his facial expression can 
be clearly seen.  

Multiple Video Stream
USB-C allow 2x stream to be send 
concurrently.

NDI I HX2
NDI I HX2 is ideal for broadcasting, thanks to 
its high SNR and ultra low latency. 

Built-in Gravity
Sensor
convenient for engineering installation and 
usage. 

AI Smart Tracking
Embedded NPU (Neural Processing Unit) chipset 
with self-learning technology that deliver 
consistent tracking performance. It memorize 
and target the lecturer and ignore any incoming 
audience. With the option of release and re-track 

HX2NDI



Front Camera

Back Camera
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1.7° ~ 69.9°/s
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48Kbps, 64Kbps, 96Kbps, 128Kbps
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Authorised Partner
IMAGO TECHNOLOGIES LLC
2093 Philadelphia Pike #7836 Claymont, 
DE19703, United States of America.

sales@imagotechs.com

Follow us

@imagotechnologies IMAGO Technologies

LinkedIn

20x


